BACK-TO-BUSINESS

Relief Package
MEET THE CHALLENGES OF TODAY &
PLAN FOR THE FUTURE
You may find yourself quite confused by the business
updates of the day. One moment we acknowledge our new
reality under a market exhausted with news of recession,
but then we see the uptick in retain spending and market
stabilization. We work in one of the most volatile and
confusing times and can quickly become overwhelmed by
our inability to make sense of what challenges to focus on.
The state of our industry, as a whole and globally, is quite
good. While we have seen a decline in overall revenue,
we are fortunate to also see maintained infrastructure,
something of necessity for our recovery. The supply chain
has amended quickly to accept many trials and is
on track to out-pace much of its marketing counterparts.
This is thanks to the resourcefulness
of the industry domestically, but
also in part thanks to the growing
knowledge around trends and
new marketplace ideals.
Most small and mid-size
companies, especially those
in our industry, don’t accept
change as overly opportunistic.
When faced with adversity, it is
easier to resist. But in a world
where everything we do has
been tested, we must begin to
determine which challenges
are most suited to establishing
near-future success.
To learn more about this
offering and take advantage,
click below.

LEARN MORE

“

We will emerge from
this with new insights
and understanding in
our own business

This summer, AIM introduced the COVID-19
Back-to-Business Relief Package to help
businesses not only meet the challenges of the
time, but to better plan for future opportunities.
With this, your progress is not only central to
your success within the AIM community, but also
your success as a business. The relief package
was designed to give you the best that AIM
has to offer while allowing you to uniquely
individualize your business strategies.
The COVID-19 Back-to-Business Relief
Package includes:
• 2 ESP licenses for the price of 1, for 1
year (must be purchased through AIM)
• Free AIM Tech Suite training with a
dedicated AIM team member
• 1 box (25) AIM catalogs
Your prosperity is important to us at AIM and we
want to continue to do everything in our power to
support you; the Back-to-Business Relief Package
is just one example. Like all challenges before,
we will emerge from this with new insights and
understanding in our own business. Our industry
will maintain and succeed, and you will be central
to that development.
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